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1. Background

Before 1994, the system of colonialism and apartheid denied black young South Africans, especially African youth, the opportunity to develop and realize their full potential. Because of this and their conviction to freedom in their lifetime, these young women and men joined the South African struggle for liberation and democracy. With this and other contributions, South Africa attained freedom and democracy.

The 1994 democratic breakthrough ushered in a period in which youth development became part of the. developmental interventions of the democratic state. In particular, youth formations and the government became seized with, among other things, the development of youth focused policy and legislative frameworks. Central were the National Youth Commission Act, the National Youth Policy 2000 and the National Youth Development Policy Framework 2002 - 2007.

The above mentioned frameworks outlined country's perspective and institutional arrangements for youth development, some difficulties and weaknesses were identified. Hence, a National Youth Convention was convened to review the policy perspective and institutional mechanisms for youth development in the country. This convention adopted an integrated approach argued and canvassed by the ANCYL during the robust engagements, which took place in the convention.

The integrated approach to youth development, which was adopted by the National Youth Convention, required realignment of the institutional mechanisms for youth development in the country. It is within this context that a decision to establish National Youth Development Agency was taken to ensure seamless integration, sustainability and responsiveness to aspirations and needs of young people.

However, a decision to establish the agency was not driven by a mere desire to reconfigure institutions of youth development in South Africa. Instead, it was informed by socio-economic challenges facing the youth and the desire to address such challenges. Hence, the agency would have to be configured so as to able to respond to socio-economic and other challenges confronting young people.

2. Policy Perspective

The ANC has always viewed young people as the most important stratum in society and as such has sought to ensure that they are fully integrated into society as agents of change. Hence, young people are regarded as critical within the motive forces of the National Democratic Revolution (NOR) in the thoroughgoing process of resolving contradictions created by the system of colonialism and apartheid. This means that young people have an objective interest in driving the NOR towards its logical conclusion. As active agents of change and social transformation, they stand to benefit from fundamental transformation of our society.

Because young people played a significant role in bringing about democratic breakthrough in South Africa, the ANC seeks to ensure that past imbalances created by the apartheid regime are redressed and that young people are afforded opportunities to participate meaningfully in all sectors of society. After realizing the impact of the apartheid government's deliberate neglect of the young people, the ANC continues to prioritize issues of youth development within the broader framework of reconstruction and development of South African society.

Understanding significance of the youth, the ANC stated that [its] policies will fully recognize this important section of our society, with specific emphasis on the marginalised youth".1 Believing that young people would have an important role to play during the transition period, the ANC indicated that youth should be mobilized for the speedy attainment of a non-racial, non-sexist; and democratic South Africa. 

Following its capturing of political power in 1994, the ANC started operationalizing its policy commitments through setting up institutions for youth development. Currently, the ANC remains committed to ensuring that South Africa has the best institutional vehicle for an integrated youth development so as to ensure effective implementation of youth development policies and programmes.

In its 52nd national Conference, the ANC reaffirmed its commitment to youth development. In particular, it resolved to ensure that the government reviews the existing institutions of youth development and create a National Youth Development Agency that will ensure seamless integration, sustainability and responsiveness to the demands and aspirations of South Africa's youth is established through the merger of the National Youth Commission and Umsobomvu... "

While it emphasizes commitment towards youth and youth development, the ANC policy paradigm on youth development also places obligations on young people. In particular, it requires these young people to..work for reconciliation and to promote a common South African identity; ... participate actively in the political, social and economic life of the country, to combat discrimination and racism, and to promote democratic values; and ... to acquire skills and to playa productive role in the economic reconstruction and development of the economy,"

3. Ideological implications

Given the fact that socio-economic challenges facing the South African youth remain unemployment and poverty, the legislation has to, in the main, respond to the issues of employment creation, economic participation and skills development. Within the context of de-racialising society in general and the economy in particular, youth economic participation is intended to impart on young people the skills and knowledge, which would enable them to participate in the economy.

However, because of the capitalist nature of the dominant accumulation paradigm, youth economic participation will also produce young capitalists, which raises an ideological question as to whether this would be in line with the National Democratic Revolution. With regard to this question, we have to consider the policy perspective of the democratic movement and interpretation thereof.

Contrary to claims to the effect that the Freedom Charter constitutes a blueprint for a socialist state, the movement believes that the Freedom Charter would ". .. open up fresh fields for the development of a prosperous non-European bourgeois class." Which means that black people in general and Africans in particular, would be afforded the opportunity to own and control means of production.

Without necessarily challenging a view to the effect that the Freedom Charter does not constitute a blueprint for a socialist state, some politicians have argued that it is not bourgeois either. While the Freedom Charter is not socialist in nature - they insisted - it is anti-capitalist. This view characterizes national liberation struggle as anti-capitalist because "national oppression and capitalist exploitation are inextricable interlinked in South Africa", With due respect, this argument is fallacious.

Whereas the Freedom Charter states that the racialised economy would be deracialised in the interest of the oppressed people once liberation is attained, that does not mean that process of deracialising the economy would be anti-capitalist. Economic resources could be transferred to black capitalists or could be transferred to blacks as a consequence of which they would become capitalists.

However, given the high levels of youth unemployment in the country, youth economic development should be anchored around the idea of youth cooperatives so as to provide for collective ownership and control of the economic resources produced therein. Unlike the privately owned business enterprises, these youth cooperatives would have greater economic impact on the youth.

Moreover; some' argue 'that the corporate nature of the agency amounts to commercialization of youth development and that this would not be in the best interest of all young people, but the aspiring business entrepreneurs and young capitalists. Which, in essence, means that the corporate nature of the agency has a potential to alienate the poor and ordinary members of the youth population.

Like other Boards, this Board may be more concerned about corporate rules and principles and this would undermine young people's control over the agency. Without down-playing rules of corporate governance and issues of compliance, the agency would have to be informed by aspirations and demands of young people. As an agent of young people, it exists to change lives of young people for the better.

However, the creation in the legislation of effective mechanisms to ensure accountability of the agency to young people may address this. Needless to mention, it would be ideal if young people would have direct influence over the process of appointing young people to govern the agency and operations of the Board.

We would remember that the agency model has presented difficulties for the government to have effective control over operation of agencies. However, we need to view difficulties the democratic government experienced with its agencies in a positive light. This must be so because such experience may help us to understand problems with agencies and accordingly create mechanisms in the legislation to prevent government from experiencing similar difficulties with this agency.

4. Conclusion

Articulated herein are the ideological and policy perspectives, which must guide us in dealing with issues of youth development. This is the context within which the establishment of the National Youth Development Agency should be understood.

While economic development of young people remains critically important because it concerns matters of economic survival and advancement; the legislation would have to deal with issues relating to social elements of youth development. These are issues of spiritual and cultural development, which are vital for human development.

